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ABSTRACT 
 

Energy losses in moving components due to high friction and wear are one of the biggest 

challenges faced by industries. AISI 316L stainless steel (SS) is one of the most widely used 

alloyed steel for moving parts in corrosive environments. However, its poor tribological properties 

result in limited longevity and performance. As lubrication is not an option for food processing 

and biomedical devices, surface modification of the SS is usually required. Nitriding and 

carburizing can enhance its wear resistance but result in a high coefficient of friction (COF) and 

poor corrosion resistance. Coating Diamond-like carbon (DLC) films are very promising to lower 

its COF and increase its wear and corrosion resistance as well as biocompatibility. However, the 

application has been limited due to its poor adhesion to SS substrates.     

The present thesis work aims to use a chromium nitride (CrN) thin film as an interlayer to enhance 

DLC adhesion on the SS substrate. CrN thin films with various microstructures and thicknesses 

were first deposited onto the SS substrate using radio frequency magnetron sputtering under 

different deposition conditions. DLC coatings were then deposited on the CrN interlayered SS 

substrates using ion beam deposition (IBD). The deposited CrN interlayers and DLC coatings were 

then characterized by various techniques including grazing incidence X-ray diffraction, Raman 

spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), field emission scanning electron 

microscopy, optical profilometry, nanoindentation, Rockwell C indentation, and ball-on-disc 

tribological testing.  

The results show that the microstructure and the corresponding mechanical properties of the 

sputtered CrN thin films can be tailored by changing deposition parameters. CrN films deposited 

at 470 °C and 10 mTorr pressure had a dense, net-like structure with a hardness of 8 GPa, and 

significantly enhanced DLC adhesion on the steel. The interlayer, deposited with a thickness 

ranging from 0.4 to 2.1 µm, was found to play an important role in improving DLC adhesion. The 

thicker the interlayer, the better the adhesion. Furthermore, good DLC adhesion on the steel was 

achieved by doping DLC with nitrogen at a thinner CrN interlayer of 1.1 µm because of the 

reduced intrinsic stress in nitrogen doped DLC coatings. Finally, wear testing results showed that 

DLC coating can decrease COF and wear rate of the steel when sliding with AISI 302 ball.  
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

Industries, of any kind, involve complex mechanical systems with moving components. The study 

of contacting surfaces in relative motion is called tribology, a term first introduced by Jost in  

1966 [1]. According to a study by Holmberg, tribological contacts alone results in consumption of 

about 23% (119 EJ) of the world’s total energy [2]. In another study by Lee and Carpick, the 

significance of understanding tribology and surface modification was identified that could result 

in saving of 20 EJ (2.1% of the gross national product-GNP) of energy annually [3]. Chemical and 

petrochemical industry is the biggest energy consumer and together with the iron and steel 

industry, they account for half of the total energy consumed in the industrial sector [2,4]. Although 

the energy consumption is higher due to friction, wear is more crucial, for it results in operational 

breakdowns and catastrophic failures that not only impacts the productivity but also results in 

human loss [5].  

AISI 316L stainless steel (SS) is one of the most widely used alloyed steel and has been widely 

used in petrochemical, food processing, off-shore, power generation, and mining industries 

because of its superior corrosion resistance and high mechanical strength [6-8]. Its corrosion 

resistance originates from the formation of an adherent and self-healing passive film on its surface 

in corrosive environments [9-12]. In addition, because of its proven biocompatibility [13], it has 

been also widely used in biomedical implants [14,15]. However, its low hardness and poor 

tribological properties limit its longevity and durability as moving parts in equipment [16,17]. 

Especially, the wear rate of the SS is quite high when subjected to both corrosive and erosive 

conditions, such as slurry pumps and valves in chemical plants [18], which results in the complete 

removal of the protective passive film from the surfaces under contact and thus accelerates material 

dissolution and increases wear.  

To solve this problem of friction and wear, over the past few decades, several surface modification 

techniques have been employed. Thermal diffusion processes including nitriding, carburizing, 

carbonitriding and boriding are the most common techniques used to enhance the surface 

properties to reduce wear losses [19-24]. However, thermal diffusion processes are slow, which 
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requires extended period which may be up to a day to achieve the desired thickness, with attendant 

drawbacks of high coefficient of friction (COF) and reduced corrosion resistance.  

Surface coatings, however, have proved to be a promising solution to address the problem. It 

involves adding a thin layer of another material with desired properties. The layer is usually 

deposited by a physical or a chemical vapor deposition technique [25].     

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings are the focus of many studies because of their high hardness, 

low COF, excellent biocompatibility, and high wear and corrosion resistance [26-29]. However, 

DLC has poor adhesion on steel substrates which limits its use. Researchers have concluded that 

the huge mismatch in mechanical properties and the lack of chemical interaction between the 

substrate and the thin films are responsible for the failure [30-32]. To overcome this problem, 

researchers have tried surface treatments like surface nitriding and carburizing to modify the 

surface properties of the steel prior to DLC deposition. However, this method has not been 

successful because of the reduced corrosion resistance of the steel substrate due to the formation 

of unstable chromium nitride and carbide precipitates during surface nitriding and carburizing, 

respectively [33-35]. Employing metallic and ceramic interlayers is another approach to increase 

DLC adhesion to the steel substrate.  

In this study, chromium nitride (CrN) was chosen as an interlayer to enhance DLC adhesion to 

AISI 316L SS. CrN thin films have superior wear and corrosion resistant properties with 

mechanical properties in between that of hard DLC and SS [36-39]. Furthermore, it can have a 

net-like structure to interlock with DLC coatings.  

 

1.2 Objectives 

The overall objective of the present work is to develop an appropriate CrN interlayer to achieve 

high adhesion of DLC onto AISI 316L SS substrate. To accomplish the desired goal, the following 

specific objectives were established: 

1. Investigate the effect of deposition parameters on the microstructure and mechanical 

properties of CrN thin films. 
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2. Develop a CrN interlayer with appropriate microstructure and thickness to make DLC 

adherent to the steel substrate. 

3. Investigate the adhesion of nitrogen doped DLC (NDLC) on the steel with CrN as an 

interlayer.  

4. Evaluate the mechanical and tribological properties of DLC-coated SS samples.  

 

1.3 Thesis Organization 

In chapter 1 the motivation for the present research work is covered and the objectives to 

accomplish the desired goal were defined. 

In chapter 2 a comprehensive review of AISI 316L SS, DLC and CrN thin films is given. In this 

chapter, I have summarized the approaches previously applied to improve the wear resistance of 

the SS 316L and their limitations and explains the advantages of using DLC films. The deposition 

and characterization techniques for DLC and CrN thin films are also described.  

Chapter 3 is about the experimental techniques and deposition parameters used for DLC and CrN 

thin film deposition and their characterization techniques.  

In Chapter 4 I have presented the results of the performed experiments and discussed the reasons 

responsible for those results. The chapter is divided into four sections. The first section is on the 

effect of deposition parameters on the properties of CrN thin films, the second one is about the 

DLC adhesion on these CrN interlayers, the third one shows the effect of CrN interlayer thickness 

on the adhesion of DLC and NDLC coatings, and the fourth section reports the tribological results 

of the bare SS and coated SS.  

Finally, I conclude with the results presented in previous chapters and gives recommendations for 

future work on this topic in Chapter 5.    
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Overview of AISI 316L Stainless Steel (SS 316L) 

Before a stainless steel (SS) is selected as a material for a particular application in industry, it is 

assessed based on its mechanical properties, corrosion resistance, fabricability, and cost. Material 

selection for mechanical equipment like pumps, bearings, valves, and seals, however, require 

additional tribological properties, e.g. high wear resistance and low COF, as in these equipment 

the metal surfaces rub against each other. Materials for pharmaceutical and food processing and 

biomedical implants would be more challenging where the materials in moving contact not only 

face wear and corrosion but also require biocompatibility and limited use of lubricants [40].   

SS 316L is an iron-based alloy which has a face-centered cubic structure and is formed by alloying 

with Ni, Mn, and N as austenizing elements. The alloy is usually formulated with low carbon to 

avoid chromium carbide formation, which results in depletion of chromium from the austenite 

matrix and reduces corrosion resistance [41]. The ‘L’ in AISI 316L represents low carbon and 

makes it different from the standard AISI 316. Table 2.1 shows its composition and Table 2.2 

shows the selected properties of the 316L SS used in this work, which was provided by McMaster-

Carr®.  

 

Table 2.1. Composition of AISI 316L stainless steel [McMaster-Carr®]. 

Grade  Fe C Cr Ni Mn Cu Mo P S Ti 

AISI 

316L 

Min % 58.23 - 16 10 - - - - - - 

Max % 73.61 0.08 18.5 15 2 1 3 0.045 0.35 0.7 
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Table 2.2. Properties of AISI 316L stainless steel [McMaster-Carr®]. 

Property Value 

Yield Strength 206.8 MPa 

Hardness Rockwell B95 (Medium) 

Heat treatable No 

Maximum temperature 815.5 °C (1500° F) 

Specifications met ASTM A240, MIL-S-5059 

Density 0.29 lbs./cu. in. 

Melting point temperature 1371 °C (2500° F) 

Modulus of elasticity 193 GPa 

Thermal conductivity 110 Btu/hr. × in./sq. ft./°F @ 212° F 

Elongation 39% 

 

AISI 316L SS has been widely used in highly corrosive environments ranging from chemical, 

fertilizer to food processing, petrochemical, and power generation industries. The steel 

components in these industries are subjected to abrasion, erosion, scratching and other forms of 

wear damages in a corrosive environment. Thus, continuous degradation of steel happens because 

of the passive film removal from the surface due to accelerated wear [42]. This material is known 

well for its superior corrosion resistance and mechanical properties over other 300 series stainless 

steels like 304 and 321 [43]. However, this steel grade is relatively soft that makes it susceptible 

to multiple wears and surface contact damages. This poor tribological performance limits its usage 

in applications which requires low COF and high wear resistance to avoid unwanted wear induced 

failures of the equipment.  
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Since it has an austenitic structure and cannot be hardened by heat treatment [44], it is impossible 

to improve its wear resistance by heat treatment. This urges us to enhance the surface properties 

of AISI 316L SS with other methods.  

Moreover, 316L SS is one of the most common orthopedic implants material because of its good 

load-bearing property, high corrosion resistance and low cost [45]. However, the surface 

degradation due to wear results in the release of chromium and nickel ions, causing potential 

chronic inflammatory and toxicity, and reduced biocompatibility [46], which requires the steel 

surface to be modified to obtain desirable surface properties.   

One approach to enhance the surface property is surface treatment. Surface treatment accounts for 

a very broad range of processes that alter the surface of a material to enhance its properties. The 

most common surface treatments applied include surface melting, carburization, nitriding, 

carbonitriding and boriding [47-50].  

Carburization is usually carried out at a high temperature of 900 °C. Although it can increase the 

wear resistance by hardening the surface to 380-450 HV [48], the formation of chromium carbides 

results in the reduction of corrosion resistance [42]. 

Nitriding is a case hardening process in which nitrogen is introduced into the steel surface in a 

nitrogen-containing environment at a temperature of 496-566 °C. It results in a compound layer 

that consists of iron nitrides and chromium nitride. Although nitriding enhances wear resistance 

by increasing surface hardness, it decreases corrosion resistance by the formation of chromium 

nitrides. Moreover, due to an elevated temperature in nitriding, the occurrence of carbide 

precipitation in the steel leads to intergranular corrosion, causing uncertainty in the life of nitrided 

SS steels in the acidic environment [51]. In addition, the nitrided surface layer is found to be brittle 

[52] with residual stress [53] and non-homogenous [54] with inconsistency in hardness [55].  

Another approach to enhance surface properties is surface coating. A wide range of coatings is 

available, each owning a unique property. Figure 2.1 shows various coating options with their 

hardness and COF values. Since hydrogenated DLC coatings show low COF and high wear 

resistance, it has been chosen for this thesis research. Following sections briefly describes the 

composition and properties of DLC coatings.  
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Figure 2.1. A schematic representation of hardness with coefficients of friction (COF) of carbon-

based and other hard coatings [31]. 

2.2 Carbon Materials  

Carbon is considered as one of the most remarkable elements for existing in more than 90% of all 

known chemical materials. It has the biggest number of allotropes that possess exceptional 

properties that range from the extremely hard diamond to soft and highly lubricative graphite. 

Apart from these, carbon-based allotropes include carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, carbon nanofibers 

and glassy carbons [29] as shown in Figure 2.2 [56]. 

Carbon has four valence electrons in 2s and 2p orbitals and can form different covalent bonds 

based on different orbital hybridization including sp, sp2, and sp3. Figure 2.3 shows the electron 

configuration of the carbon atom and the sp, sp2 and sp3 hybridization resulting from orbital 

mixing. When the 2s orbital hybridizes with one 2p orbital, two sp orbitals forms, allowing the 

formation of triple bonds with other carbons of the same configuration as seen in alkynes. The 

structure formed is linear with a bond angle of 180°. The linear overlap of hybridized orbitals 

results in a single σ bond while the remaining two unhybridized orbitals parallelly overlap to form 

two π bonds.  

In sp2 hybridization, the 2s orbital hybridizes with two 2p orbitals to form three sp2 orbitals and 

leaving one 2pz orbital unhybridized. All the 3 sp2 orbitals lie in the same trigonal plane with an 

angle of 120° separating them and linearly overlap to form 3 σ bonds. The remaining 2p orbitals 

parallelly overlap to form a single π bond. This π bond is weaker than the σ bond since there is no 
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preference in the bonding of 2pz orbital electron with all three neighbours, this electron is freer and 

results in electric conduction in graphite [57,58].   

 

Figure 2.2. Structures of allotropes of carbon [56]. 

When the 2s orbital hybridizes with all the three 2p orbitals, four sp3 orbitals with a tetrahedral 

geometry form with a bond angle of 109.5°, resulting in σ bonds among adjacent atoms, as in 

diamond. The σ bonds are extremely strong and account for the super hardness of diamond [59].  

The variety in chemical bonds and their combinations result in a variety of different atomic 

structures with different unique properties. Fullerenes and carbon nanotubes result from sp2 

hybridization of carbon orbitals while diamond results from sp3 orbitals hybridization. Amorphous 

carbon, however, consists of a mixture of σ and π bonds resulting from both sp2 and sp3 orbitals 

hybridization and is characterized based on the relative percentages of the two different bonds 

[29]. 
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Figure 2.3. Carbon electronic configuration and sp3, sp2, sp1 hybridization  

 

2.3 Diamond-Like Carbon Coatings 

Diamond-like-carbon (DLC) materials are amorphous composed of a combination of both sp2 and 

sp3 hybridized carbon atoms with a high percentage of sp3 hybridized bonds. Their properties are 

like those of diamond although they are a function of the relative percentage of sp2 (graphite-like) 

and sp3 (diamond-like) bonds present [60]. The general term “DLC” is used to define them and 

accounts for both hydrogenated and hydrogen-free metastable amorphous carbon that is prepared 

using a wide range of PVD and CVD techniques. It is generally prepared in a process involving 

energetic ions. The hydrogen content and the relative amount of sp2 and sp3 carbon hybridization 

determine the film structure and properties. Hydrogen in DLC plays important role in stabilizing 

the random network and preventing the domination of the graphite phase [61].   

Figure 2.4 shows the ternary phase diagram for DLC as proposed by Robertson in 1998. The left 

corner represents amorphous carbon with sp2 bonding. The right corner is for very high H content 
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that is in gas or liquid phase because of no formation of the interconnected network. Sputtered 

amorphous C, dominated by sp2, and tetragonal amorphous c (ta-C), dominated by sp3, represents 

nonhydrogenated films. Hydrogenated a-CH films are, however, the most common type of DLC 

with a moderate percentage of sp3 bonds and a high hydrogen content of up to 50 at% [62]. 

 

Figure 2.4. Ternary phase diagram for various DLC coatings with respect to their sp2, sp3 and 

hydrogen contents [31]. 

Diversity in DLC structure and composition has made it possible to tailor the film structure over a 

wide range to get desired properties according to specific needs and applications. In the present 

study, hydrogenated DLC was chosen because of its low COF and moderate hardness. 

Hardness and stiffness play the most important role in deciding a material’s ability to carry a load 

and to resistant to wear. Generally, materials with high hardness and stiffness values demonstrate 

high wear resistance. Hydrogenated DLC is composed of C-C sp3, C=C sp2, and C-H bonds.  

Figure 2.5 shows the atomic structure of hydrogenated DLC films [31]. C-C sp3 bonds are 

responsible for the ‘diamond-like’ character in DLC. The mechanical properties of DLC are a 

function of their relative amount. A high percentage of C-C sp3 results in high Young’s modulus 

and high hardness of DLC coatings, whereas a high percentage of sp2 bonds results in low COF 

due to its lubricative properties.  
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Figure 2.5. Atomic structure of a hydrogenated DLC coatings [31]. 

2.3.1 Deposition Techniques 

Since the first DLC deposition in 1971 by ion beam deposition, DLC coatings can now be 

deposited at temperatures ranging from sub-zero to 400°C over a broad range of deposition 

pressure using several kinds of PVD and CVD techniques. The films can be deposited over 

substrates of all types, however, the ability to demonstrate good adhesion depends on the chemical 

nature and mechanical bonding involved. Figure 2.6 shows the schematics for some of the widely 

used plasma-based DLC deposition methods [31]. They include mass selected ion beam (MISB), 

pulsed laser deposition (PLD), and plasma enhanced vapor deposition.  

DLC deposition by sputtering is one of the most widely used industrial technique [60]. It has the 

advantage of being easy to control over deposition conditions by changing plasma power and gas 

pressure. In this process depositing carbon atoms is sputtered from a pure carbon target by 

energetic ions. The energy source can be DC or radio frequency (RF), each having unique 

advantages. The disadvantage of DLC synthesis using this method is that the DLC synthesized has 

a high percentage of sp2 bonds and thus low hardness.   

In gas discharge plasmas processes, a hydrocarbon gas (such as methane) is used as a precursor 

for carbon. In this case, the films produced contain a significant amount of hydrogen.  
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In an ion beam deposition system, carbon ions are produced either by plasma sputtering of graphite 

target or by using precursor hydrocarbon gas like methane that is ionized by an ion source. These 

carbon species are then accelerated in a vacuum chamber in form of an ion beam with high ion 

energy.  

 

Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of various deposition processes for DLC films deposition 

[31]. 

2.3.2 Deposition Mechanism 

The sp3 bond percentage in DLC is a function of ion energy during deposition [62]. It has been 

observed for both hydrogenated and hydrogen free DLC film deposition that sp3 bond percentage 

increases to a maximum value with the increase in ion energy till 100 eV. A further increase in ion 

energy, sp2 content increases making the film more graphitic [63, 64]. Moreover, the precursor 

hydrocarbon molecules used to play an important role in case of a-C:H film depositions. H content 

in DLC films is lower than the precursor as H is lost during ion bombardment, therefore is again 

a function of ion energy.  

DLC grows by subplantation process. During DLC deposition, the incoming C ion has enough 

energy to pass the outer substrate layer resulting in a subsurface growth. Therefore, sp3 content 
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depends on the ion energy. A lower ion energy prevents subplantation and carbon sticks to the 

surface as sp2. Similarly, at very high ion energy the atomic relaxation occurs causing a reduction 

in sp3 percentage [65].  In the case of hydrogenated DLC deposition, an additional process of H 

loss with ion bombardment happens.  

Penetration threshold, Ep, is the energy required by the carbon atoms to penetrate the substrate 

surface. A minimum energy is required by every ion to displace surface atom in order to create a 

stable vacancy-interstitial pair. This minimum energy is defined by displacement threshold, Ed. 

Moreover, the binding energy that keeps the surface atoms together is defined as Eb. They are 

related to each other by the following equation: 

Ep ~ Ed-Eb              (2.1) 

An ion can never penetrate the substrate surface if it does not possess this energy. For this reason, 

a high ion energy is required during DLC deposition.  

This sub-plantation growth mechanism consists of four stages [66]. Figure 2.7 shows DLC growth 

by subplantation [67]. 

1. Carbon implantation in the sub-surface layers. 

2. Local stresses induction by high carbon atoms density in sub-surface. 

3. Target atoms dilution till the evolution of pure carbon layer. 

4. Gradual carbon layer growth due to successive bombardment. 

 

Figure 2.7. Schematic diagram of densification by subplantation [67]. 
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2.3.3 Stresses in DLC Coatings  

Stresses in DLC include intrinsic stress, thermal stress, and extrinsic stress. Thermal stress that 

results from thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between DLC and the substrate; can be 

eliminated easily by room temperature deposition or by reducing thermal expansion coefficient 

mismatch using an interlayer [68]. Extrinsic stresses, generated by film interaction with external 

factors, can be reduced by eliminating impurities like oxygen that leads to lattice deformation and 

expansion of film volume. Intrinsic stress is further classified as compressive and tensile intrinsic 

stresses. Voids and vacancies in the films as a result of low energy deposition are responsible for 

tensile intrinsic stresses [69]. Compressive stress, on the other hand, is induced during DLC 

deposition due to high energy ion bombardment and increases with the increase of the impact 

energy per atom [70]. DLC coatings usually have large intrinsic compressive stress and this stress 

causes delamination in thick coatings [26], making depositing a thick DLC coating a big challenge. 

Nevertheless, this stress is a function of deposition parameters.  

2.4 DLC on 316L Stainless Steel 

As previously described, the service life of 316L SS components for many applications is quite 

low due to their poor tribological performance. Moreover, ion release accompanied with wear 

degradation in food processing and pharmaceutical industries and biomedical implants demands 

the steel surface under contact to be coated with a more suitable material. Surface characteristics 

and tribological performance can be enhanced to a great degree by coating the surface with a 

material possessing better tribological properties. DLC shows high hardness, extreme smoothness, 

low COF, and excellent biocompatibility and have attracted the most interest [27]. However, DLC 

coatings show poor adhesion on steels, which leads to shorter service life as expected. There are 

several reasons accounting for this poor adhesion: (1) high intrinsic stress in DLC induced during 

its deposition; (2) lack of chemical or mechanical bonding between the DLC and the steel 

substrate; and (3) huge mechanical property mismatch between the two materials [71,72].  

Figure 2.8 shows the mechanisms involved behind DLC coating failure upon the application of a 

load.  

By hardening the SS substrate surface, the load-bearing capacity of the substrate increases and 

thus the tribological performance of DLC on the treated SS improves [74]. 
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Figure 2.8. The mechanism involved in the failure of DLC films under a high contact 

load [73]. 

 

Boromei coated DLC on a carburized steel and found that the coated steel showed better adhesion 

because of the increased load-bearing capacity of the carburized steel, and enhanced wear 

resistance, however, had a higher COF because of the increased roughness due to carburizing [75].   

Dalibón deposited a thick soft DLC coating with a hardness of 6 GPa on nitridized 316L SS. The 

results showed enhanced DLC adhesion and increased wear resistance [76].  

Voevodin suggested a multilayered structured coating to enhance DLC adhesion based on the 

following three concepts [73]: 

1) Using an underlayer with mechanical properties varying gradually from the substrate to the 

DLC that will support the load and increase adhesion. 

2) Employing soft interlayers to reduce stress and brake cracks. 

3) Allowing dislocation operation for relaxation of stress and cross-sectional crack deflection 

by using a crystalline interlayer with a sufficient thickness.   

Researchers have investigated using interlayers to enhance DLC adhesion to steel substrate [77-

80]. Various metallic and ceramic interlayers have proved to be beneficial in DLC adhesion 

enhancement as they reduce the compressive stress in DLC films and increases the load carrying 

capacity of the substrate. For example, Chen studied the effect of Cr interlayer on DLC adhesion 
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enhancement on SS substrate [80]. The Cr interlayer deposited by magnetron sputtering proved to 

be beneficial because of its similar thermal expansion coefficient with the steel. Moreover, it 

possesses sufficient toughness to support the DLC film. Nevertheless, the enhancement of 

adhesion is very limited and only HF3 adhesion has been achieved based on Rockwell C 

indentation testing.   

Chang and Wang used multiple Ti-based interlayers of Ti/TiN/TiCN to increase DLC adhesion on 

M2 steel and enhanced adhesion has been achieved [81]. Similarly, Silicon-based interlayers have 

been reported to show increased DLC adhesion on various substrates [82,83]. In these cases, 

complicated multilayers were used as an interlayer. However, the complex coating system limits 

its practical use. 

In the present study, a single chromium Nitride (CrN) layer is chosen as an interlayer for DLC 

adhesion enhancement, the results show a high adhesion of DLC on the SS.  

2.5 Chromium Nitride  

Transition metal nitride coatings, such as titanium nitride and chromium nitride, due to their 

excellent wear and corrosion resistance are widely used to coat various components to increase 

their service lifetime resisting tribocorrosion [84-87]. Out of the two, chromium nitride coatings 

are of special importance because of its superior corrosion resistance [88,89], due to the formation 

of an oxide passivation layer [90], and a lower COF [91]. Moreover, CrN coatings are less brittle, 

yet hard, than TiN coatings. 

A wide range of deposition methods have been used to deposit CrN coatings including magnetron 

sputtering, arc ion plating, ion-beam enhanced deposition and e-beam evaporation [92-96]. 

However, magnetron sputtering is the most widely used method for its deposition because of high 

deposition rates and high controllability of the deposition. 

Deposition parameters like the partial pressure of N2 during deposition, total working pressure, 

substrate temperature, and bias greatly affect the chemical composition, microstructure, and 

stresses in CrN films and consequently the mechanical properties of the coatings. Therefore, the 

microstructure, thus the properties of the film, can be tailored to be desirable for a specific 

application by adjusting the deposition parameters. 
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Lots of researches have been done to investigate the effect of different deposition parameters on 

the microstructure of CrN coatings in order to understand their relationship. 

The effect of nitrogen partial pressure on the chemical composition and the microstructure has 

been extensively studied. With increasing N2 flow rate, coating structure evolves from pure cubic 

Cr to Cr with N interstitial Cr(N) + hexagonal Cr2N to pure hexagonal Cr2N to a mixture of Cr2N 

+ cubic CrN and finally pure fcc-CrN [97-99]. 

In another study, CrN films were produced over a wide Ar/N2 ratio. It was noted that low Ar/N2 

ratio resulted in decreased deposition rate due to the target poisoning. Dense films were produced 

at relatively high deposition temperature [100].  

With the same N2 flow rate, RF sputtered CrN shows higher hardness values compared to DC 

sputtered CrN. This is because CrN deposited by RF sputtering has a dense structure whereas 

porous structure forms by DC sputtering. Moreover, CrN coatings showed much better adhesion 

to the substrate when deposited using RF sputtering [101].   

2.5.1 Magnetron Sputtering 

Sputtering technique is the most commonly used technique to deposit coatings ranging from pure 

metals to ceramic coatings, with designs as simple as applying DC diode between the substrate 

and target. By connecting the substrate to anode and target to the cathode and applying a high 

voltage, Ar ions are discharged and accelerated towards the target. The sputtered atoms then move 

through the high vacuum chamber and deposit on the substrate surface. Advantages of sputtering 

include reasonable deposition rate, ease of sputtering any metal or alloy, high purity of films, high 

adhesion of the films to the substrate, excellent coverage of small features and steps and uniformity 

over a large area [102]. DC sputtering has limitations of low deposition rate and high surface 

temperature; therefore, radio frequency power is used [103]. 

Magnetron sputtering applies a magnetic field of special shape to diode target. The surface of the 

cathode is submerged in a magnetic field to create electron traps. These primary and secondary 

electrons are trapped in a region localized and close to the cathode in an endless racetrack. This 

results in the increased possibility of an ionizing collision with a gas atom and hence increased 

ionizing efficiency. The plasma impedance drops and makes it possible to operate the magnetron 
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source at much lower voltages. The ion current density onto the target also increases resulting in 

increased erosion of the target.  

RF magnetron, operating on high-frequency alternating current, is an alternate to DC magnetron 

to sputter insulating targets. The operational mechanism of RF magnetron is almost the same as 

DC magnetron with an additional feature of sputtering insulating materials. 

In a sputtering system, together with Ar, any precursor gas can be introduced to react with the 

sputtered material. This is known as reactive sputtering. The resulting compound is formed on 

both the surfaces of the target and the substrate. The structure and properties of the growing film 

can be controlled by controlling the reactive gas flow rate.  

Figure 2.9 is a flow diagram summarizing the literature review for a better understanding of the 

problem addressed and the proposed solution.  
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Figure 2.9. Flow diagram summarizing the problem and solution.  
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2.6 Deposition Parameters and Microstructure  

It is important to understand the effect of deposition parameters on the film growth and 

mechanisms involved in deciding film microstructure, the preferred orientation, and the surface 

morphology.  

2.6.1 The Structural Zone Model (SZM) 

For years researchers are trying to understand the influence of different deposition parameters, 

deposition temperature, working pressure, power, and bias, on the resulting interactions between 

the target surface and the charged particles, chemical reactions on the substrate and the resulting 

adherence of deposited material on the substrate surface [104].  

The mobility of the adatoms during growth decides the microstructure of the thin films. Different 

mechanisms, thermal effect, ionic bombarding and chemical reactions at the substrate, are taking 

place during film growth by sputtering that provide energy to the atoms. A structural zone model 

(SZM) summarizes the effects of these mechanisms. The microstructure and the resulting 

morphology of any film can be explained using this SZM. The substrate temperature, working 

pressure, substrate bias, and the target thermal characteristics are the main parameters of SZM. 

Normalized temperature is used in this SZM which is the ratio of substrate temperature, Ts, to the 

melting temperature of the target, Tm [104].  

SZM by Movchan is divided into three well-defined zones [105]. Ts/Tm < 0.3 is the first zone. 

The grains forming the columnar structure in this zone are small and elongated with weak binding 

and porosity. The structure is a result of low mobile atoms adsorbed by substrate surface with low 

diffusivity. Moreover, the growth rates of the columns are different, as atoms arrive on the 

substrate surface from various incidence angles. This is called the atomic shadow effect.  

The second zone is defined by 0.3≤ Ts/Tm ≤ 0.45. Because of the increased substrate temperature, 

the atom diffusivity increases, resulting in a dense and highly bonded structure. The grain size also 

increases, and the grain grows from the substrate-film interface to the film surface in equiaxed 

form. 
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Finally, the third zone is defined by Ts/Tm > 0.45. In this region, the surface morphology is greatly 

defined by the volumetric diffusion that increases the diffusion into the grains. This results in grain 

growth and re-crystallization are observed, resulting in a highly crystalline structure.  

In addition to these SZM zones, Thorton in 1974, considered the final working pressure effect, that 

changes the mean free path and the kinetic energy of the ions and added another zone as shown in 

Figure 2.10 [106]. The final working pressure, therefore, decides the microstructure growth by 

controlling the adatoms mobility in the surface. In his model, Thorton added a transitional zone, T 

zone, between the first and second zone. This region is formed by grains with less porosity, 

resulting in a much dense surface and so smoother surface.  

 

Figure 2.10. Thorton zone model [106]. 

 

2.6.2 Growth Models 

With too many deposition parameters influencing the growth direction and orientation of the 

crystalline film, it is very difficult to develop a relationship and thus, an explanation for the 

preferential crystal growth in metal nitrides. Different models are developed to explain the crystal 
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growth in a preferential direction includes, kinetic model [107], thermodynamic model [108] and 

the atomic model [109].  

The kinetic model related the preferential growth with the kinetic energies of the ions. The limited 

mobility of the adatoms results in the film to grow in a particular orientation. This limited mobility 

can be due to low deposition temperature or due to energy loss and the resulting reduced mean free 

path. An increase in the adatoms mobility by changing either can result in the changed orientation 

of the growing film.  

The thermodynamic model operates on the thermodynamic equilibrium. The growth orientation is 

produced at this equilibrium state that is achieved when the substrate-film systems total energy is 

at the minimum level. Therefore, the preferred orientation is proposed to be determined by the 

result of a competition between the planes with the least deformation energy, and planes with the 

least surface energy. Moreover, it was also found that in TiN films, the thickness of the film has 

no effect on the surface energy, the deformation energy, however, has a direct relation with the 

thickness [104].  

Finally, according to the atomistic model, the thermodynamic parameters are responsible for the 

preferred orientation in films grown at higher temperatures. The planes with lower energies and 

with higher diffusivity are more favorable.     

2.6.3 Shadowing and Re-emission Effects 

Frictional and wear properties of a coating, together with many other important chemical and 

physical properties, are controlled by the surface morphology of thin-films. This surface 

morphology can be adjusted by changing the deposition conditions and this requires an 

understanding of the surface morphology evolution during the film growth [110].  

Two dominating processes have been used to understand the film growth. They are shadowing and 

re-emission [111-116]. Shadowing results in surface roughening while re-emission causes 

smoothening of the film surface. Atoms arrive on the substrate surface from every different angle 

and are captured by higher surface points also known as hills, due to the shadowing effect. This 

results in the formation of columnar structures with rough surfaces. These particles either stick or 

re-emit based on their kinetic energy or sticking coefficient. The sticking coefficient tells the 
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degree to which the particle is likely to get stuck to the surface which depends on the complicated 

physical and chemical processes involved in the particle and the substrate interaction. Moreover, 

the sticking coefficient is a function of the film deposition parameters like deposition temperature, 

incident particle energy and the angle of incident flux, and local surface morphology. For example, 

if the ion energy is too high, re-emission results from a resputtering process that is the knocking 

off the surface atom by momentum transfer from a highly energetic incident particle followed by 

the particle redeposition on surface valley [115,116]. Figure 2.11 below shows the shadowing 

effect and re-emission. Particles sticking to the hills results in surface roughening, while re-

emission of the particles make them redeposit on the valleys, resulting in surface smoothing. A 

low surface diffusion results in clustering of random atoms causing island growth on a wide area 

that is followed by side-wall growth of the clusters [111,112]. This would result in a rough 

morphology and is observed in Zone 1 of SZM. 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Shadowing and re-emission effects during film growth [117]. 

 

2.7 Nitrogen Doping of DLC  

The incorporation of elements to modify the structural and mechanical properties of films is known 

as doping. The amorphous structure of DLC makes the incorporation of elements quite easily. A 

lot of researchers have tried doping different elements to DLC films and investigate their effects, 

especially with the aim to reduce the compressive stresses without compromising the desirable 

DLC properties [27]. Different chemical bondings introduced by adding different elements results 
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in the enhancement of a specific property for a particular application. Before the introduction of a 

dopant, one must consider the amount of dopant to be introduced, its dispersion and chemical 

nature in order to achieve the desired features [27]. Researchers have investigated doping DLC 

with light elements like silicon, boron, and nitrogen, and heavy metallic elements like titanium, 

cobalt and tungsten, to enhance a particular property as shown in Figure 2.12.    

 

 

Figure 2.12. DLC doping with different elements [118]. 

Nitrogen has been widely investigated as a dopant for DLC films due to its versatile bonding 

configurations with carbon [119]. On addition of nitrogen, pentagonal rings might form to promote 

cross-linking between graphitic planes, resulting in enhanced toughness [120,121]. Nitrogen-

doped DLC (NDLC) usually show better tribological properties than undoped DLC [122-124].  

Adding nitrogen may increase sp2 content in DLC film, decrease its residual stress, and thus 

improve its adhesion [67,125]. Although many studies have been conducted on nitrogen doped 

DLC films, not much work has been done on NDLC to 316L SS with a chromium nitride interlayer. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
 

In the present research, reactive radio frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering was used to deposit 

chromium nitride interlayers and ion beam deposition was used to prepare DLC and NDLC 

coatings. After deposition, the interlayers and films were characterized using grazing incidence 

XRD, EDS, XPS, Raman spectroscopy, SEM, nanoindentation, Rockwell C indentation, and ball-

on-disk tribological testing. The principles and descriptions of these techniques are given in this 

chapter.  

3.1 Substrate Material Preparation  

316L stainless steel sheet with a Rockwell hardness of B95 and a thickness of 4.78 mm was 

purchased from McMaster-Carr® and used as a substrate for CrN, DLC/CrN, and NDLC/CrN 

deposition. The sheet was cut into 1"×1" square samples and ground using #180 and #320 

sandpapers. After that, the samples were further polished using diamond paste with a grain size of  

9 μm, 3 μm, and 1 μm, respectively, to get a mirror-like surface. Finally, the samples were 

ultrasonically cleaned in water and ethanol.  

3.2 Thin Film Deposition 

3. 2.1 CrN deposition by radio frequency magnetron sputtering  

Chromium nitride films were deposited using RF magnetron sputtering in a Hybrid Thin Film 

Deposition System, Model SPLD620-FLR, made by Plasmaionique Inc. A picture and a schematic 

of the deposition system is shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of an 8-inch diameter x 30 inches long 

vacuum chamber, a turbo pump and a mechanical pump, a throttling gate valve for pressure control 

and isolation, and two sputtering magnetrons for 3" targets with a maximum power of 300 W. The 

substrate holder can be heated up to 850 °C and allows motorized rotation, RF biasing, and 

translation of four-inch diameter substrates.  

In the present thesis work, pure chromium (99.95%) target was sputtered using Ar (99.99%). 

Nitrogen (N2) was introduced during chromium sputtering. The deposition parameters used are 

listed on Table 3.1. The base pressure was 6×10-7 torr for all the depositions. The working pressure 

was 10, 5 and 3 mTorr. The substrate temperature was room temperature, 100 °C, and 470 °C. The 
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substrate was rotated at a speed of 3 rpm for better film coverage and the substrate to target distance 

was kept 50 mm. All the films were deposited for a period of 4 hours. 

Table 3.1. Deposition parameters for making CrN thin films. 

Sample Ar 

Flowrate 

(sccm) 

N2 

Flowrate 

(sccm) 

Deposition 

Pressure 

(mTorr) 

Power 

(W) 

Voltage 

(V) 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Deposition 

Time 

(hours) 

CrN-1 30 15 10  

 

 

300 

 

182 23  

 

 

4 

CrN-2 30 15 3 220 23 

CrN-3 30 15 3 212 100 

CrN-4 30 15 10 179  

 

470 

CrN-5 40 20 10 163 

CrN-6 30 15 5 194 

CrN-7 30 15 10  

150 

182 

CrN-8 30 15 3 222 

 

 

Table 3.2 shows the deposition parameters of CrN films with different deposition durations in 

order to investigate the effect of CrN interlayer thickness on the adhesion of DLC and NDLC thin 

films.  
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Table 3.2. Deposition parameters for CrN thin films with varying deposition time. 

Sample Ar 

Flowrate 

(sccm) 

N2 

Flowrate 

(sccm) 

Deposition 

Pressure 

(mTorr) 

Power 

(W) 

Voltage 

(V) 

Temp. 

(°C) 

Deposition 

Time 

(hours) 

CrN-7.1  

 

30 

 

 

15 

 

 

10 

 

 

150 

 

 

182 

 

 

470 

1 

CrN-7.2 2 

CrN-7.3 4 

CrN-7.4 6 

CrN-7.5 10 

 

3.2.2 DLC and NDLC coatings deposition by ion beam deposition  

A dual ion beam deposition (IBD) system that is manufactured by 4Wave Inc. was used to 

synthesize DLC and NDLC coatings on silicon and 316L SS substrates with CrN as an interlayer. 

Figure 3.2 shows a picture and a schematic of the IBD system. The system consists of a high 

vacuum chamber, a pumping system comprising of turbo pump and a mechanical pump, a substrate 

holder that can be tilted from 0°-90°, a target assembly, and two End-Hall (EH) low energy ion 

sources. One source is used for direct ion beam deposition while the other source is used for 

sputtering. The substrate holder, tilted at 45°, is 300 mm away from the deposition ion source. The 

system is cable of performing numerous tasks that include ion beam etching, ion beam deposition, 

and ion beam sputtering. Hydrogenated DLC could be synthesized from hydrocarbon gases using 

the deposition ion source while hydrogen free DLC coatings can be deposited by sputtering a 

graphite target particle using the other ion source. 
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Figure 3.1. (a) Photograph of the Hybrid Thin Film Deposition System for Preparation of CrN 

films (b) its schematic structure. 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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In the present work, hydrogenated DLC and nitrogen doped DLC coatings were synthesized using 

direct ion beam deposition with an argon flow rate of 12 sccm and a methane flow rate of 5 sccm, 

optimum conditions found based on previous research conducted in our group. In addition to argon 

(Ar) and methane (CH4), nitrogen (N2) was introduced as a precursor gas for NDLC coating 

deposition. For NDLC deposition, N2 gas was kept at 1 sccm. The mean ion energy during 

deposition was kept in between 80-85 eV and the beam current was kept 2 A. All the depositions 

were performed at room temperature for a period of 8 hours with substrate holder inclined at an 

angle of 45° to the incident beam. The base pressure was 1.3×10-7 torr and the deposition pressure 

was kept at 4.5×10-4 torr. Table 3.3 summarizes the deposition parameters for both DLC and NDLC 

coatings.  

 

 

 

Table 3.3. Deposition parameters for DLC and NDLC coatings by IBD.  

Sample Working 

Pressure 

(×10-4 torr) 

Gas Flow Rate 

(sccm) 

Ion 

Energy 

(eV) 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Ar CH4 N2 Initial Final 

DLC 4.46 12 5 - 80-85 12.6 38.5 

NDLC 4.52 12 5 1 78-80 12.6 37.4 
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Figure 3.2. (a) Photograph of IBD system and (b) its schematic for DLC and NDLC coatings 

deposition. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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3.3 Structural Characterization  

3.3.1 X-Ray diffraction 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the most commonly used technique to characterize and identify the 

phases in crystalline materials and to obtain their crystallographic structural information including 

preferred orientation, grain size, stress, and lattice parameters. As the name suggests, XRD uses 

X-rays as the incident beam. The X-rays are usually produced by metals like Cu, Co, and Fe upon 

bombardment with high energy electrons and are a continuous distribution of energies and 

wavelengths. A filter, that absorbs the unwanted X-ray photons, is usually installed to get desirable 

monochromatic X-rays, that is further converged into a narrow X-ray beam. This X-ray beam when 

comes in contact with the specimen is diffracted by the atoms. When the wavelength of the X-ray 

and the lattice spacing meet a specific condition, constructive interference occurs between the 

incident and diffracted X-ray beams. This condition is referred to as Bragg’s Law and is given by:  

𝑛𝜆=2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃               (3.1) 

where n is integral, 𝜆 is the X-ray wavelength, d being the lattice spacing and 𝜃 is the angle of 

incidence of X-rays. The X-rays can penetrate deep into the material up to a few millimeters and 

thus tradition XRD is good for bulk material identification. When it comes to thin film samples, 

the resulting X-ray diffraction signals would mainly come from the substrate and the diffraction 

intensity from the film would be too weak to be observed. In this case, grazing incidence XRD 

(GIXRD) is needed in order to eliminate the effect of the substrate. As most materials have a 

refractive index less than 1.0, when an incidence angle is a small enough, completely external 

reflection can be observed. An evanescent X-ray penetration in the material and its scattering 

results in highest intensity at the surface [132]. Therefore, even the incident X-ray is set at a small 

angle, the diffracted X-ray can be detected at any angle (2𝜃). In GIXRD, the X-ray penetration 

depth can be adjusted to a desirable value by changing the incidence angle (ω) to characterize 

crystalline thin films with various thickness from as low as a hundred nanometer to several 

micrometers.  

A Rigaku Ultima IV X-Ray diffractometer equipped with a Cu source (a wavelength of 1.541 Å), 

shown in Fig. 3.3, was used to perform XRD on CrN thin films. The measurements were carried 

out on the Multipurpose Attachment in parallel beam mode. A PSA slit and a Kβ filter (Ni foils) 
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were placed at the receiving end. 2θ was scanned from 30° to 90° with a scan rate of 4° per 

minute.  A grazing angle of 3° was used to obtain GIXRD that is greater than the critical angle for 

CrN thin films in order to avoid total external reflection that results in no X-rays penetration in the 

thin films.  

 

Figure 3.3. Rigaku Ultima IV X-Ray diffractometer. 

3.3.2 Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive structural characterization technique that uses Raman 

(inelastic) scattering of light [126]. The incident radiations, monochromatic light, are inelastically 

scattered by the atoms or molecules in the material for testing, causing a combination of molecular 

rotational, electronic or vibrational transition and are then collected [127]. A Raman spectrum is a 

plot of the inelastically scattered light as a function of a shift in radiation wavelength (Raman 

shift). Each resulting Raman spectrum of a material serves as a fingerprint of its interatomic and 

intermolecular bonds. Unlike X-ray diffraction, that cannot provide information on amorphous 

materials, Raman spectroscopy provides detailed information on the structure of amorphous 

materials like DLC [128] and thus has been widely used to characterize the bonding structure of 

DLC. 
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The Raman spectrum of diamond has a single sharp peak at 1332 cm-1 while that of a single crystal 

graphite has a sharp peak at 1580cm-1, known as the ‘G’ peak. The Raman spectrum of disordered 

graphite shows a second mode at around 1350 cm-1 and is characterized as disorder ‘D’ peak 

[129,130]. The D and G modes of graphite are a result of stretching vibration of sp2 C=C bonds. 

The relative ratios of sp2 and sp3 bonding present in a DLC coating can be determined by the 

deconvolution of D and G peaks in a Raman spectrum using Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) to fit G 

peak while Lorentzian to fit D peak [131]. Typical Raman spectra from different carbon structures 

are given in Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4. Typical Raman spectra of carbons [26]. 

Renishaw 2000 Raman spectroscope was used to chemically characterize DLC and NDLC 

coatings. The equipment is located at Saskatchewan Structural Science Center (SSSC), University 

of Saskatchewan. The measurements were taken using Ar ion laser, 514.5 nm wavelength, in a  

1.5 μm spot size. Silicon was used as a standard for internal calibration before every measurement. 

The exposure time was 30 s. The data for each spectrum was accumulated with cosmic rays 

removal mode activated to reduce noise. The background of the spectra was removed first, and the 

spectra were then analyzed using Renishaw's WiRE (Windows-based Raman Environment) 

software.  
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3.3.3 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy  

X-ray Photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), as the name suggests, works on the principle of 

photoelectric effect that utilizes X-rays of a characteristic wavelength to excite electrons from the 

orbitals of the material in testing. The emitted photoelectrons are then collected as a function of 

their kinetic energy. Thus, the XPS spectrum is a plot of electron counts versus electron kinetic 

energy in eV [133]. Figure 3.5 illustrates a schematic of the photoemission process.  

The energy conservation takes place in the photon absorption process and is given by the following 

equation: 

Ek= hʋ- EB               (3.2) 

Where Ek is the kinetic energy, incident photon energy is given by hʋ and EB is the initial binding 

energy of the electron. The values of binding energy EB, characteristics to each element, can then 

be obtained using equation 3.2. As the bonding energies of outer-shell electrons are affected by 

the chemical bonds present in the material, chemical bonds can be identified by the relative 

position of the XPS peaks and elemental composition can be quantified based on the peak areas 

that are proportional to the number of orbitals in the volume under analysis. Therefore, information 

like the chemical state of the constituent elements, oxidation state, partial charge, and hybridization 

states can be known based on the position and shape of the peaks in an XPS spectrum.  

 

Figure 3.5. The photoelectron emission process [134]. 
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Monoenergetic soft X-rays, Aluminum Kα X-rays (1486.6 eV) or magnesium Kα X-rays  

(1253.6 eV), are widely used as the incident radiation. These photons have the tendency to 

penetrate 1-10 µm into the solid material to produce photoelectrons. Nevertheless, the mean free 

path of the emitted electrons is between 0.5 to 5 nm, and thus the detected photoelectrons are 

emitted from a few atomic layers on the material surface [134]. This makes XPS a surface sensitive 

technique. XPS has been widely used to understand the hybridization bonding states of carbon 

[135-136]. 

XPS measurements were performed on a Kratos (Manchester, UK) AXIS Supra system at the 

Saskatchewan Structural Sciences Centre (SSSC). This system is equipped with a 500 mm 

Rowland circle monochromated Al Kα (1486.6 eV) source and combined hemispherical analyzer 

(HSA) and spherical mirror analyzer (SMA). An accelerating voltage of 15 keV and an emission 

current of 15 mA were used for most of the measurements. A spot size of hybrid slot (300x700 

microns) was used for most of the samples but a spot size with a diameter of 110 microns was used 

for characterizing Rockwell C indents. All survey spectra were collected in binding energy ranging 

from 5 to 1200 eV with a step size of 1 eV and a pass energy of 160 eV. High-resolution scans of 

specific regions were conducted using a step size of 0.05 eV with a pass energy of 20 eV. For 

Rockwell C indents, C1s data was collected with a pass energy of 40 eV, a step size of 0.1 eV 

steps, an acceleration voltage of 15 keV, and an emission current of 25 mA. CasaXPS software 

was used to process and analyze the obtained data. 

3.4 Surface Topography and Morphology  

3.4.1 Optical profilometry 

Profilometers, stylus and optical, are used to characterize coating thickness and surface 

topography. In stylus profilometer, a stylus, while being pressed on the specimen surface, is moved 

across the surface to trace the height variance and record the surface topographical image. 

Similarly, the thickness of the coating is directly measured by tracing the height drop at the 

film/substrate step. Disadvantages of a stylus profilometer include the limited accuracy to the 

stylus dimensions and the scratching of film surface during the scan. 

Optical profilometer, on the other hand, is a non-contact profilometer that is based on 

interferometry and has higher accuracy compared to the stylus profilometer. In this, the beam from 
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the light source is split into two. One beam is reflected from the reference mirror inside the 

objective while the other is reflected from the specimen surface. The combination of these two 

beams results in constructive and destructive interferences that produce bright and dark bands in 

the fringe on the surface. When the optical path difference between the light reflected from the 

specimen surface and that reflected from the reference mirror is equal to the integral number of 

the wavelength of light, constructive interference happens. This optical path difference originates 

due to the variance in height of specimen surface as the reference mirror is close to perfect. The 

accuracy of the optical profilometer can be as high as 1 nm [156]. Figure 3.6 is an illustration of 

an optical profilometer structure.       

 

 

Figure 3.6. Schematic of an optical profilometer (Zygo Co.). 

 

Zygo NewView 8000 optical profilometer, located in OC19, was used to investigate the film 

thickness and the film topography. Figure 3.7 is a picture of the optical profilometer used. A 

refractive index of 2 was used for DLC and NDLC analysis since optical transparency is inherited 

by DLC coatings with high sp3 bonding.  
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Figure 3.7. Photograph of Zygo NewView optical profilometer. 

3.4.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a widely used technique to characterize the surface 

morphology and chemical composition of materials. The electrons are generated by the electron 

source either thermionically from a tungsten filament cathode or by field emission. These electrons 

are then accelerated and focused into a fine beam, typically 10 Å in diameter, using electrical and 

magnetic field optics. The highly focused beam of electrons with a typical energy of 30 keV is 

then made to hit the specimen and the interaction results in different effects that include backward 

scattering of high energy electrons, knocking out of secondary electrons from the specimen surface 

with an energy of less than 50 eV and the emission of X-rays from the specimen in all directions.  

Figure 3.8 is an illustration of secondary signals generated resulting from the interaction of the 

electron beam with the specimen. The signals are then picked by X-ray detector and are processed 

and amplified by various amplifiers. The SEM image observed is a distribution map of the signal 

intensities that provide details of the specimen are scanned. The specimen needs to be an electrical 

conductor to avoid charge accumulation on the surface and so an insulator requires coated with a 

conductive coating [156].  

Imaging at much higher magnification and the ability to provide with extra details apart from 

topographic information makes SEM superior over an optical microscope.    
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Figure 3.8. Illustration of several signs generated resulting from beam-specimen 

interaction [157]. 

A HITACHI UHR SU8000 Series field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) with 

high resolution at the Western College of Veterinary Medicine (WCVM) Imaging Centre, 

University of Saskatchewan, was used to observe the cross-sectional and surface morphology of 

the films. Joel JSM-6010LV SEM was used to observe the imprint after Rockwell C indentations.  

Figure 3.9 shows the picture of the SEM used.  

 

Figure 3.9. Joel JSM-6010LV scanning electron microscope. 
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3.5 Mechanical Property Testing 

3.5.1 Nanoindentation for hardness and Young’s modulus measurements 

When measuring thin films hardness, the indenter penetration depth must be kept less than one-

tenth of the film thickness to avoid the effect of the substrate [137]. Conventional hardness 

measurement techniques, Vickers and Rockwell, cannot be used to investigate the mechanical 

properties of the thin films as in these methods the indenter penetration depth is quite high and can 

not eliminate the effect of the substrate. To get reliable hardness values of thin films, 

nanoindentation is usually used.  

Two methods are generally used for hardness measurement of thin films: direct measurement and 

theoretical modeling. In the case of direct hardness measurement, a range of different loads are 

applied, and hardness value is directly determined by using the right load to keep the penetration 

depth less than one-tenth of the film thickness with a fixed indentation size of 10 µm. On the other 

hand, when the penetration depth is over one-tenth of the film thickness, the measured hardness 

value is a combination of film and substrate hardness. In this case, a modeling approach is used to 

find the hardness value of film based on the film thickness and the mechanical properties of the 

substrate [138]. In order to get film hardness value by direct measurement, specialized instruments 

with ultra-low load, called nanoindenters, have been developed.   

Figure 3.10 gives a typical loading unloading nanoindentation plot for a tetrahedral hydrogenated 

DLC sample [139]. Hardness and Young’s modulus values are obtained by drawing a tangent to 

the unloading curve and extrapolating it to zero. The hardness is then calculated using the 

following equation:  

 H=0.0378(Lmax/hp
2)              (3.3) 

where H is the hardness while plastic deformation is given by hp and Lmax is the maximum load. 

The Young’s modulus E is calculated by:  

𝐸 = 0.179
(1−𝑣2)𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥

(ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥−ℎ𝑝)ℎ𝑝
             (3.4) 

where hmax is the maximum depth of the indent.  
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Figure 3.10. Loading unloading graph for ta-C:H during nano-hardness testing [139]. 

The accuracy of the measurements is a function of both the indentation depth and the film 

thickness. In addition, the tester is very sensitive to vibrations and sample roughness, thus, special 

care needs to be taken care during each measurement.  

A nanohead mounted in a Universal Mechanical Tester (UMT) was used to carry out 

nanoindentation tests to measure the hardness and Young’s modulus of the films. A 100 nm 

Berkovich indenter tip, inserted perpendicularly, was left at the desired load for 60s to minimize 

any effects on the measurements due to possible creep of the material. In the present work, to 

ensure the reproducibility of the hardness data, a scan test with 50 indentations was done from 3 

to 21 mN load. A right load was then chosen so that the indentation depth was less than 10% of 

the total coating thickness, eliminating any substrate effect on the hardness value, and to rule out 

surface morphology influence, the indentation depth was kept more than surface roughness 

characteristic size. Figure 3.11 displays a picture of the UMT used for nanoindentation.  

 

Figure 3.11. Picture of the UMT for nanoindentation.  
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3.5.2 Rockwell C indentation for adhesion evaluation 

Sufficient adhesion strength is critical for film applications. There are several ways to evaluate the 

adhesive strength of films to substrates, including peel tests, scratching, indentation, and tape tests. 

Peel and tape tests are not able to evaluate hard films for applications requiring high adhesion. 

Scratching and indentation are the main methods to evaluate adhesion of hard thin films. Rockwell 

C indentation tests, developed by the Union of German Engineers (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 

VDI), is a cost-effective and an easy technique to qualitatively investigate indirect adhesion of 

hard thin films [137,140]. In the testing, a diamond ‘C’ indenter is used and applied 

perpendicularly with a load of 1471 N. The indents are then examined using a microscope and the 

extent of the damage surrounding the indents is compared with VDI guidelines 3198, Figure 3.12, 

to determine the adhesion qualitatively [141]. When the damage after Rockwell C indentation is 

similar to or less than HF4, the adhesion is classified as acceptable. However, if the damage is 

similar to HF5 or HF6, the adhesion is considered insufficient. Figure 3.12 shows the degree of 

damage for HF1 to HF6 adhesion strength [143]. In addition to adhesion, film brittleness can also 

be evaluated by the type and volume of film failure zone [143].         

 

Figure 3.12. The principle of the VDI 3198 indentation test. (a) HF1, (b) HF2, (c) HF3, 

(d) HF4, (e) HF5 and (f) HF6 [143]. 

The adhesion strength of the film was evaluated using Rockwell C indenting testing. Three 

different areas on the film surface for each sample were indented to ensure consistency. The 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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indents were then analyzed using SEM. Figure 3.13 shows an image of the Rockwell C indenter 

used.  

 

Figure 3.13. Rockwell C hardness tester.  

3.6 Tribological Characterization  

As friction and wear in moving parts accounts for a large amount of power consumption, the 

measurement of the tribological behavior of a thin film is very important before it can be used for 

tribological applications. Friction is measured by moving the surfaces in contact with a load 

applied over them. The application of load accounts for the static friction, while dynamic friction 

is analyzed during their motion. COF is defined as the ratio of the resistant force for movement to 

the applied normal load. As COF is not a fundamental material property, it is strongly affected by 

the conditions during the testing and is sensitive to surface chemistry, hardness and morphology 

of the surfaces in contact. This result gives the value of the coefficient of friction  

Another extrinsic property that is essential for contacting materials in motion is wear. It is defined 

the loss of a material caused by a dynamic contact with another surface. It can be classified as 

lubricated and non-lubricated wear. The mechanisms involved behind wear are quite complicated 

with several mechanisms, including abrasive, adhesive, fatigue, fretting and polishing, might 

involve in a single one. The wear mechanisms and their interrelation are summarized in  

Figure 3.14 [144]. Wear rate describes how quickly the material degrades under given conditions 
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and can be determined by measuring weight loss or wear volume. Like COF, wear rate is also 

condition sensitive [144].    

 

Figure 3.14. Wear mechanisms and their interrelation [144]. 

 

Friction and wear testing of the films with good adhesion was conducted using CETR UMT 

tribometer with a ball-on-disk configuration in the reciprocating movement mode. The testing was 

carried out in a room temperature saline solution (0.90% w/v of NaCl in distilled water). Saline 

solution maintains a stable pH and therefore is used in many biological applications [159]. Also, 

since 316L SS is widely used in a chloride environment, NaCl solution was used. AISI 302 

stainless steel balls of 4 mm diameter were used as sliding counter material against the film (DLC 

and NDLC) coated 1"×1" square steel samples. This steel counter material was used in tribology 

testing because 316L SS showed very poor tribological properties when in contact with this steel. 

A constant load of 5 N was used for all the tests. The sliding displacement length was 2.5 mm and 

each test was carried out for 5000 cycles. The testing conditions were set based on the equipment 

capabilities and the sample size. The wear volume of the specimen surface was then measured 
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using the optical profilometer described in 3.4.1. Figure 3.15 shows the UTM used for tribological 

tests.   

 

Figure 3.15. The UMT used for tribological tests with a ball-on-disk configuration. 
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CHAPTER 4  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

This chapter is divided into four parts. in section 4.1 I report the effect of deposition parameters 

on the structure and properties of CrN thin films. In section 4.2 the effect of the structures and 

properties of CrN interlayers on DLC adhesion to 316L SS substrate were presented. In section 

4.3 I describe the effect of CrN interlayer thickness on the adhesion of DLC to 316L SS substrate 

and show a comparison of DLC and NDLC adhesion when using the similar thickness of CrN 

interlayer. Finally, in section 4.4 the tribological behavior of bare 316L SS, DLC, and NDLC thin 

film-coated 316L SS is discussed.    

4.1 Effects of Deposition Parameters on CrN Film Structure and Properties 

CrN thin films were fabricated on single crystal silicon and 316L SS substrate simultaneously by 

reactive radio frequency magnetron sputtering. The effects of deposition parameters on the phase 

and chemical composition, deposition rate, surface roughness, surface and cross-sectional 

morphologies, hardness and adhesion of the films were investigated using XRD, EDS, XPS, 

optical profilometry, SEM, nanoindentation, and Rockwell C indentation. The structure of CrN 

films was found to be controlled by the deposition pressure and substrate temperature. 

4.1.1 Phase and chemical composition 

4.1.1.1 XRD 

The XRD patterns of CrN thin films deposited using different deposition parameters are shown in  

Figure 4.1. Only one crystalline phase, fcc-CrN, was detected in the thin films and no Cr2N peaks 

were observed. In addition, most of the films exhibited preferred orientations as the relative 

intensity of the peaks varies. 

For CrN-1, deposited at room temperature and 10 mTorr, only (111) and (222) peaks showed up. 

Both peaks are broadened, which might be due to the grain size effect. However, in the case of 

GIXRD, there is instrumental broadening which makes XRD features more difficult to interpret 

[160]. When the deposition pressure was decreased to 3 mTorr while keeping the same deposition 

temperature, a peak corresponding to (220) plane appears, as seen in the XRD pattern of CrN-2. 

When the deposition temperature increased to 470 °C, five peaks corresponding to (111), (200), 
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(220), (311) and (222) planes appear with a very strong (111) peak. Films deposited at a high 

working pressure of 10 mTorr (CrN-1, 4, 5 and 7) show a very strong (111) peak, whereas, in case 

of a low deposition pressure of 3 mTorr (CrN- 3 and 8), the (220) peak becomes very strong. When 

the sputtering power reduces from 300 W to 150 W (CrN-7) while keeping the same deposition 

temperature and pressure, (222) peak disappears.  

The change in preferred orientation with reducing gas pressure from 10 mTorr to 5 mTorr and 

finally to 3 mTorr is because lowering the pressure reduces collisions of sputtered atoms with the 

gas molecules and subsequently reduces energy loss. These energetic particles bombard the film 

surface with more energy resulting in the atoms relaxing to an energetically more favorable site. 

Therefore, this formation of the (220) preferential orientation can be attributed to the low surface 

energy [145]. Similarly, high deposition temperature enhances the surface diffusion of atoms to 

sites of low surface energy, similar to the case of lowering pressure.    

 

Figure 4.1. GIXRD patterns of CrN films deposited under different parameters. 
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Furthermore, a left-shift in peak positions was observed for CrN-4 and CrN-5. The left-shift 

indicates decreased lattice parameters, which is probably due to the compressive stress in the films.  

The results show that CrN thin films with different preferred orientations can be produced by 

changing deposition temperature and pressure. 

4.1.1.2 Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) 

An EDAX analyzer attached to the FESEM was used to get the EDS spectra of the CrN thin film 

samples. Based on the spectra, a semiquantitative chemical composition of the CrN thin films can 

be obtained. Figure 4.2 displays an EDS spectrum for CrN-4 and based on the spectrum, we 

calculated the composition and the result shows that the atomic percentage of nitrogen and 

chromium is 45 at.% and 55 at.%, respectively, and the atomic ratio of N to Cr is close to 1. The 

results from EDS analysis are similar for all the samples, confirming that all the samples having a 

CrN structure. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. EDS analysis of CrN-4. 
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4.1.1.3 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

XPS survey spectra of the CrN thin film surfaces show peaks of Cr, N, O and C. O and C are 

probably due to the surface contamination from exposing to atmosphere. For all the spectra, C 1s 

peak at 284.6 eV was used as a reference to calibrate the XPS spectra [146]. In order to obtain 

more detailed chemical information, high-resolution Cr 2p and N 1s spectra were also taken for 

the samples. Figure 4.3 shows the typical XPS spectra of Cr 2p and N 1s taken on the surface of 

CrN-4 thin films. The spectrum of Cr 2p shows two strong peaks at binding energies of 575.6 eV 

and 585.6 eV, corresponding to Cr 2p3/2 and Cr 2p1/2, respectively. The Cr 2p3/2 peak at 575.6 eV 

can be attributed to CrN [146]. Peaks corresponding to metallic chromium at 574.3 eV and to Cr2N 

at 574.5 eV were not observed. Based on the intensity of the peaks, the atomic ratio of N to Cr is 

approximately 0.9, which is close to the stoichiometric ratio of CrN. 
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Figure 4.3. Survey XPS analysis of CrN-4 (a) Cr 2p and (b) N 1s. 

The chemical state of nitride films can be determined by the binding energy of N 1s peak. The N1s 

peak of Cr nitrides is usually between 396 and 397 eV [147]. The N1s spectrum of the films 

consists of only one main peak at 396.6 eV, corresponding to CrN, whereas it is 397.5 eV for Cr2N 

[147].  

Furthermore, the 1:1 stoichiometry of CrN was not entirely reached because of impurities. Since 

Ar etching was not done, the film in the as-deposited condition showed oxygen and carbon peaks 

along with Cr and N. The formation of oxides and carbides is associated to the impurities in the 

chamber and when the sample was removed from the vacuum chamber and exposed to the 

atmosphere. 

 

4.1.2 Deposition Rate 

The thickness of the deposited CrN thin films was measured using an optical profilometer and 

further confirmed using SEM. Figure 4.4 shows the thickness of CrN films deposited for 4 hours.  

When the deposition pressure was kept the same, e.g. CrN-1 & CrN-4, the deposition rate was not 

affected by the substrate temperature ranging room temperature to 470 °C. This can be explained 

by understanding the effect of substrate temperature on sticking coefficients of Cr atoms. The 
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sticking coefficients of sputtered atoms are near unity regardless of the substrate temperature as 

the sputtered atoms possess high energy in the order a few eV [104].  

When keeping substrate temperature constant, the rate of deposition was found to decrease with 

the reduction of working pressure. This is evident by comparing the thickness of CrN-1 (2.1 m) 

with that of CrN-2 (1.8 m) where the pressure decreased from 10 mTorr to 3 mTorr. This is 

understandable by considering the phenomenon of resputtering caused by the momentum transfer 

from the incoming energetic particles. The deposited atoms on growing film surface could be 

remitted when obtaining sufficient energy from the bombarding atoms. Decreasing gas pressure 

reduces the collision probability of the sputtered atoms, causing less energy loss. Therefore, the 

particles possess higher energy, which re-sputter the deposited atoms on the surface, decreasing 

the film deposition rate. 

The decrease in thickness with decreasing sputtering power from 300 W (CrN-4) to 150 W  

(CrN-7) is attributed to the fact that less Cr particles (atoms and clusters) are sputtered at lower 

sputtering power to form the CrN thin films.  

 

 

Figure 4.4. The thickness of CrN thin films deposited for 4 hours. 
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4.1.3 Surface roughness  

The root mean squared (RMS) roughness of CrN thin film was measured by an optical 

profilometer. Figure 4.5 shows the images with the corresponding RMS roughness values. It is 

observed that CrN-4 deposited at elevated temperature (470 °C) has similar surface roughness as 

CrN-1 deposited at room temperature. This result shows that the enhanced surface diffusion at a 

higher temperature plays little role in smoothing the surface. 

CrN thin films deposited at low deposition pressure (CrN-2, 3, 6 and 8) show much smoother 

surfaces than those deposited at higher pressures. This can be explained by the mean free path of 

depositing particles [100]. The lower the pressure, the longer the mean free path, and the higher 

the energy of the depositing particles, which enhances surface diffuse and results in smoother 

films. One can also note that the surface becomes smoother with the increase of substrate 

temperature at a low working pressure, indicating surface diffusion plays an important role in 

smoothening the thin films deposited at low working pressures. The enhanced re-emission caused 

by higher energy of sputtered atoms would be the dominant mechanism of this surface smoothing. 

The highest surface roughness was seen in CrN-5, which is 2.6 nm. This is probably due to the 

fact that the samples were deposited with high gas flow rates (Ar: 40 sccm and N2:20 sccm), which 

might cause more collisions before reaching the substrate surface.  

 

Figure 4.5. The surface roughness of as-deposited CrN films with varying deposition parameters. 
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4.1.4 Surface and Cross-Sectional Morphology 

Surface and cross-sectional morphology of CrN thin films deposited under different process 

parameters was studied by FESEM. Figure 4.6 and 4.7 shows the cross-sectional and surface 

morphology of CrN thin films, respectively.  

The SEM images show that the fcc CrN films exhibit columnar grain structure, in which the grains 

grow in the direction perpendicular to the substrate. The films prepared at low pressure and 

elevated temperature exhibit smooth and dense morphologies whereas the films deposited at room 

temperature show a porous structure. CrN-1 & 2 deposited at low working temperature 

demonstrate primary features of Zone 1 structure described in structure zone model (SZM) [106]. 

The reason for this porous structure is that the particles emitted from the target undergo a series of 

collisions and lose most of their energy before they deposit on the surface. The low energy of 

depositing particles and the low temperature make them difficult to diffuse on the surface of the 

growing films, and thus the pores and microholes cannot be filled, leading to the formation of 

porous films [100].  

With increasing substrate temperature (CrN-3, 4, 5, 8), the porous structure changes to a denser 

and less permeable structure with fine grains near the substrate and V-shaped columns on the top 

of the films like Zone T structure in SZM [106]. This formation of a denser structure with 

increasing deposition temperature can be explained from following two aspects. Firstly, increasing 

deposition temperature increases the temperature of the gases involved and decreases the gas 

density that leads to the increase of the mean free path and thus, the decrease of energy loss of the 

sputtered atoms. Therefore, the depositing atoms possess higher energy to be able to diffuse on the 

growing surface to fill the pores to make the films dense. Secondly, increasing substrate 

temperature promotes the diffusion of adatoms on the thin films surface and therefore makes the 

film denser [100].  

The most notable change in the structure was seen by changing the working pressure. The films 

deposited at a high deposition pressure of 10 mTorr (CrN-1 and 4) show columns perpendicular to 

the substrate surface whereas films deposited at low pressure of 3 mTorr (CrN-2, 3, and 8) show 

columns at an angle inclined to the substrate. One possible explanation to this angular growth of 

columns is the less interaction of particles coming from target to the substrate surface. With 
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decreased deposition pressure there are fewer particles and hence a smaller number of collisions 

of atoms from target to substrate. This results in atoms reaching the substrate surface with a fixed 

angle instead of depositing randomly, resulting in grain growth at an inclined angle, that is the 

same as that of the target to the substrate. However, in case of increased working pressure, the 

particles ejected from the target undergo a series of collisions with other particles and deposit on 

the substrate surface from all different angles.   

The surface morphological images illustrated in Figure 4.7 show that the CrN films deposited at 

room temperature have a pyramidal-like structure with pores as seen in Fig. 4.7 (a) for CrN-1. 

With an increase of the deposition temperature, the surface morphology changes from triangular 

structure to a more faceted structure as seen in Fig, 4-7 (d) for CrN-4. Both the sticking coefficient 

and mobility are important for the grain growth. Increasing deposition temperature decreases the 

sticking coefficient and increases mobility. The balance of these two factors makes the deposition 

temperature have a little effect on the grain size of the thin films. 

By decreasing the deposition pressure (CrN-2, 3 and 8), the grain columns incline to an angle and 

the pores were filled up because of the higher energy induced enhanced diffusion. Therefore, the 

smoother surface was observed for the samples.   
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Figure 4.6. Cross-sectional FESEM images of (a) CrN-1, (b) CrN-2, (c) CrN-3 (d) CrN-4,  

(e) CrN-5 and (f) CrN-8. 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Figure 4.7. Surface FESEM images of (a) CrN-1, (b) CrN-2, (c) CrN-3 (d) CrN-4, (e) CrN-5 

and (f) CrN-8. 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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4.1.5 Hardness 

Hardness and Young’s modulus values of the CrN samples are summarized in Table 4.1. In 

addition to that, H/E* and H3/E*2 values are also included. Where E* is the effective elastic 

modulus and is equal to E/(1-𝜈2), and 𝜈 being the Poisson's ratio. Instead of hardness value alone, 

these ratios have been recently found to be more useful to predict the wear and plastic deformation 

resistance of coatings. It has been reported that hard coatings with higher H/E* and H3/E*2 values 

have a higher tendency to distribute the applied load to the coating over a wider area, resulting in 

enhanced resistance to cracking and plastic deformation [148]. The value of 𝜈 for CrN taken for 

the calculation was 0.28 [149].   

The lowest hardness value 2.4 GPa was observed for CrN-1, which was deposited at room 

temperature and a high pressure of 10 mTorr. Decreasing the working pressure increases the 

hardness significantly. The hardness value increases to 3.1 GPa when reducing the pressure to  

3 mTorr while keeping the deposition at room temperature. Increasing deposition temperature can 

also increase the hardness of the films. The highest hardness value and the highest corresponding 

H/E* and H3/E*2 ratios were observed for CrN-8, which was deposited at a high temperature of 

470 °C and a low pressure of 3 mTorr. Since CrN-4 and 7 were deposited under similar conditions, 

they showed similar hardness values and thus only CrN-4 is reported here.   

It is not difficult to understand why decreasing deposition pressure and increasing deposition 

temperature can increase the hardness of films. As discussed in section 4.1.4, decreasing working 

pressure increases the energy of depositing particles and thus the mobility of the adatoms, which 

results in decreased grain size and increased film density. In a similar way, increasing deposition 

temperature increases the mobility of adatoms and thus increases the film density. In addition, this 

increased energetic bombardment at low deposition pressure can also induce high compressive 

stresses [145]. Reduced grain size, denser thin film structure and increased compressive stresses 

all contribute to increased hardness values.  
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Table 4.1. Hardness and Youngs’s modulus of CrN thin films. 

Sample Hardness-H 

(GPa) 

Young’s Modulus-E 

(GPa) 

H/E* H3/E*2 

(GPa) 

CrN-1 2.4 ± 0.3 59.2 ± 2.6 0.037 0.0034 

CrN-2 3.1 ± 0.1 118.8 ± 5.8 0.024 0.0019 

CrN-3 5.8 ± 0.2 139.4 ± 16.2 0.039 0.0087 

CrN-4 8.0 ± 0.2 165.4 ± 9.5 0.045 0.016 

CrN-5 4.6 ± 0.5 148.5 ± 5.3 0.028 0.0037 

CrN-6 10.9 ± 0.6 202.6 ± 17.8 0.049 0.026 

CrN-8 12.3 ± 0.2 216.9 ± 18.1 0.052 0.033 

 

4.1.6 Adhesion 

Figure 4.8 shows the SEM images of CrN thin films deposited on 316L SS after Rockwell C 

indentation testing. We can see that all the CrN samples have good adhesion with no spallation or 

cracking of the films surround the imprint except for CrN-6 & 8, which were deposited at low 

pressure and high temperature and show high hardness.  

One main reason for the poor adhesion of CrN-6 and 8 samples is the high residual stresses in 

them. Multiple factors that induce this high residual stress include the thermal stress caused by the 

thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the thin film and the substrate when cooling 

down from elevated deposition temperature and the intrinsic stresses caused by gas entrapment 

and energetic particle bombardment [150].  
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Figure 4.8. SEM images of the CrN thin films on stainless steel substrate after Rockwell C 

indentation (a) CrN-4 and (b) CrN-8.  

 

 

4.2 DLC coatings on 316L SS with a CrN interlayer 

In this section, DLC coatings were deposited on 316L SS substrate with CrN as interlayers. The 

effect of the structure and properties of CrN interlayer on the adhesion of DLC was investigated. 

The DLC coatings were characterized using Raman spectroscopy, SEM, X-Ray Photoelectron 

Spectroscopy, nanoindentation testing and Rockwell C indentation testing. The results show that 

CrN interlayer having a net-like structure with a hardness between DLC and SS can significantly 

improve the adhesion of DLC on SS. 

4.2.1 Structural Characterization  

4.2.1.1 Raman Spectra of DLC 

The Raman spectra obtained from the as-deposited DLC on silicon wafers and CrN interlayered 

SS substrate are shown in Figure 4.9. The characteristic amorphous nature of the coating is 

confirmed by the broad Raman peaks. The disordered D peak at around 1310 cm-1 and the graphitic 

G peak at around 1530 cm-1 are typical peaks of DLC [131]. sp2/sp3 bonding ratio in the DLC 

coatings can be estimated by the intensity ratio of D and G peak (ID/IG) and they are inversely 

proportional. A decrease in the ID/IG ratio represents an increase in sp3 bonding percentage in the 

(a) (b) 
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DLC coatings [135]. ID/IG ratios of 0.48 and 0.65 were observed on silicon and steel substrate, 

respectively. This indicates a higher sp3 bonding percentage in the DLC coatings with Si as 

substrate.    

 

Figure 4.9. Raman Spectra of DLC coatings on (a) silicon and (b) CrN interlayered 316L SS. 

4.2.1.2 XPS results 

Figure 4.10 shows the curve-fitted C1s XPS spectrum of DLC. CasaXPS software was used to 

deconvolute the XPS spectra using the Gausian-Lorentzian function. The highest peak is seen at  

285.17 eV corresponds to sp3 C-C bonding, indicating a high sp3 concentration in the DLC coating. 

The peak at 284.82 eV corresponds to sp2 C=C bonding. Accordingly, the sp2 to the sp3 ratio of 

the DLC coatings can be estimated based on the relative intensity of C=C and C-C bondings. The 

sp2/sp3 ratio of the DLC coatings is estimated to be 0.54, sp3 bonding percentage of 65%, close to 

the estimated value based on Raman spectra. The shoulder with a binding energy of 286.97 eV is 

from C-O bonding [151,152], indicating the coating surface is contaminated with oxygen.  

The presence of sp3 bonding in DLC can also be verified via XPS spectrum at low-bonding energy 

regime, shown in Figure 4.11. Mansour, A, et al. 1991 report that the XPS peak around 15 eV is 

of s and p character and is mainly from sp3 carbon bonds. The intensity of this peak is very weak 

for graphite and totally absent for graphitic amorphous carbon [152]. Figure 4.11 shows a strong 

peak around 15 eV, confirming the presence of high percentage of sp3 bonds.  

 

(a) (b) 

D 

G 

D 

G 
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Figure 4.10. Deconvolution of C1s XPS spectrum of DLC coating. 

 

Figure 4.11. XPS spectrum of DLC coating at low-binding energy regime. 

 

C 1s 
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4.2.2 Mechanical Properties 

The hardness and Young’s modulus values of the DLC coatings are shown in Table 4.2. The value 

of 𝜈 was taken as 0.30 [153]. The DLC coatings shows high hardness and high H/E* and H3/E*2 

ratios. This is because of its relatively high percentage of sp3 bonding.  

Table 4.2. Hardness and Young’s modulus of DLC coatings. 

Sample Hardness-H 

(GPa) 

Young’s Modulus-E 

(GPa) 

H/E* H3/E*2 

(GPa) 

DLC 15.8 ± 0.1 138.7 ± 10.4 0.10 0.17 

 

4.2.3 Cross-Sectional Morphology  

The cross-sectional images of the DLC coatings deposited on CrN interlayers observed by FESEM 

are shown in Figure 4.12. Figure 4.12 (a) shows DLC on CrN-1 while Figure 4.12 (b) shows DLC 

on CrN-4. It can be seen that the DLC coatings on CrN-4 is more connected and better diffused 

into the CrN layer as compared to DLC on CrN-1.  

  

Figure 4.12. Cross-sectional FESEM images of DLC coatings on (a) CrN-1, (b) CrN-4. 

 

(a) (b) 
DLC 

DLC 

CrN CrN 
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4.2.4 Adhesion  

Figure 4.13 shows the SEM images of DLC on SS substrate with CrN interlayers after Rockwell 

C indentation testing. Spallation and cracking of the coatings are observed around the imprint in 

all of the samples except DLC on CrN-4, indicating DLC has the highest adhesion to CrN-4. DLC 

coatings on CrN interlayers deposited at a low pressure of 3 mTorr (CrN-2, 3, 6 and 8) show the 

worst adhesion. As CrN-4 and CrN-7 were deposited under similar deposition conditions with 

similar thickness except for different sputtering power, DLC on both samples show good adhesion 

and therefore, DLC on CrN-7 is not shown here.  

The effect of the structure and properties of CrN interlayers on DLC adhesion to CrN interlayered 

SS substrates can be explained by the mechanical properties and structural characteristics of the 

CrN interlayers.  

 

  

(a) (b) DLC 

CrN 

DLC 

Delamination 

Figure 4.13. SEM images after Rockwell C indentation of DLC on SS substrate with (a) CrN-

1, (b) CrN-2, (c) CrN-3, (d) CrN-4, (e) CrN-5, (f) CrN-6 and (g) CrN-8 as an interlayer. 
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Figure 4.13. SEM images after Rockwell C indentation of DLC on SS substrate with (a) CrN-1, 

(b) CrN-2, (c) CrN-3, (d) CrN-4, (e) CrN-5, (f) CrN-6 and (g) CrN-8 as an interlayer. 
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4.2.4.1 Mechanical Properties 

The DLC shows very poor adhesion to bare SS substrate. This is because of the huge mismatch of 

their mechanical properties. The SS is soft with a hardness of about 4 GPa. When a load is applied 

to the hard DLC coated SS, the SS deforms significantly while the DLC coating with a high 

hardness of about 16 GPa has little deformation, inducing high stress at the interface and resulting 

in coating delamination or severe cracking. To reduce this huge mechanical mismatch, a CrN 

interlayer is incorporated. In order to reduce the mechanical mismatch, the deposited CrN 

interlayer should have a hardness between the DLC coating and the SS substrate. However, the 

CrN layers deposited under different parameters show different structures and hence different 

mechanical properties. CrN interlayers deposited at room temperature (CrN-1 and 2) have a porous 

structure and are very soft, and thus cannot reduce the interfacial stress induced by the mechanical 

property mismatch when a load is applied. Similarly, CrN layers deposited at high temperatures 

and low working pressures such as CrN-6 and CrN-8 have a high hardness of 12 GPa, close to that 

of DLC, and high compressive stresses. When a load is applied, the interface between the CrN and 

SS would fail, resulting in poor adhesion. CrN-4 and CrN-7 demonstrate a hardness of 

approximately 8 GPa, which is between DLC and the SS, and thus the DLC coating on them shows 

much improved-adhesion. 

Another reason for poor DLC adhesion on the SS is the absence of any kind of mechanical or 

chemical interaction between the two. A porous CrN interlayer can solve this problem by providing 

a mechanical interlocking. CrN-4 shows a net-like porous structure as shown in Fig. 4.7 (d), which 

results in a strong mechanical interlocking with DLC coating as shown above in Figure 4.12 (b). 

This interlocking enhances the interfacial adhesion between DLC and CrN, further increase the 

adhesion strength of DLC to the CrN interlayered SS substrate. 

Figure 4.14 shows the XPS survey spectrum of DLC on CrN interlayer at the point of Rockwell C 

indent. Four elements were identified: carbon from DLC coating, Cr and N from the interlayer, 

and O due to the surface contamination. Figure 4.15 further shows the curve-fitted deconvoluted 

C1s XPS spectrum. Apart from C-C, C=C and C-O bondings as observed in DLC surface analysis, 

C-N bonding was also observed at 286.42 eV. The formation of this C-N bonds should be during 

DLC coating deposition. Carbon atoms, during the film growth, hit the surface with high energy. 

As a result, nitrogen from the CrN interlayer forms C-N bonds with the highly energetic carbon 
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atoms. This C-N bonding would further enhance the interfacial adhesion between DLC and the 

CrN interlayer.  

 

Figure 4.14. XPS survey spectrum of DLC surface at the point of Rockwell C indent. 
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Figure 4.15. Deconvolution of C1s XPS spectrum of DLC coating at Rockwell C indent. 

 

4.3 CrN Interlayer Thickness effect on DLC and NDLC Adhesion to 316L SS 

This section is divided into two parts. The first section reports the effect of CrN interlayer thickness 

on DLC adhesion to 316L SS. The second section reports the effect of CrN interlayer thickness on 

NDLC adhesion to the SS. In this research, CrN-4 that showed the best adhesion for DLC was 

deposited on SS for different durations as an interlayer followed by the deposition of DLC and 

NDLC coatings. Rockwell C indentation tests were then done to the DLC samples and the imprints 

were observed using SEM to evaluate the adhesion.    

4.3.1 CrN Interlayers 

CrN-4 was deposited for 1, 2, 4, 6 and 10 hours on 316L SS. The thickness was measured using 

optical profilometer and was confirmed by SEM. Moreover, surface profilometry was done to 

measure the RMS roughness values of the as-deposited CrN interlayers. The chemical, structural 

and mechanical characterization of the CrN interlayers is shown in section 4.1.  
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Figure 4.16 shows the thickness of CrN interlayers deposited by RF magnetron sputtering for 1, 2, 

4, 6 and 10 hours. The thickness increases from 400 nm to 2 m when increasing the deposition 

time from 1 to 10 hours.  

 

Figure 4.16. The thickness of CrN interlayers deposited for different durations. 

 

The root mean squared (RMS) roughness values of the CrN interlayers deposited for different 

durations is shown in Figure 4.17. The RMS roughness increases from 4.9 nm to 14 nm with the 

film thickness increasing from 0.4 to 2.1 m.  
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Figure 4.17. RMS Surface Roughness of CrN interlayers on AISI 316L substrate. 

4.3.2 DLC Adhesion on CrN Interlayered SS 

Following the CrN interlayer deposition, DLC was deposited on the interlayered SS with an 

approximate thickness of 500 nm. An optical profilometer was used to measure the RMS surface 

roughness after DLC coating deposition and is shown in Figure 4.18. It can be seen that the RMS 

roughness increases after DLC deposition and also increases with the increase of CrN interlayer 

thickness. This increase in surface roughness is due to the increased roughness of the CrN 

interlayers and the existence of C-H dangling bonds on the surface in DLC. The chemical and 

mechanical characterization of as-deposited DLC coatings is similar to that of the DLC 

investigated in the previous section.  
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Figure 4.18. RMS surface roughness of DLC coatings deposited on SS with CrN interlayer of 

varying thicknesses. 

 

Figure 4.19 shows the SEM images of DLC on SS with CrN interlayers of different thicknesses 

after Rockwell C indentation testing. Spallation on a large area can be seen for interlayer with  

400 nm thickness. The spallation area reduces as the interlayer thickness increases and the best 

adhesion was seen for a 2.1 m thick CrN interlayer in which no spallation nor cracks have been 

observed. This result indicates that the interlayer needs sufficient thickness in order to strongly 

support the DLC coating.   

 

   

(a) (b) (c) 
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Figure 4.19. SEM images after Rockwell C indentation of DLC coatings on stainless substrate 

with CrN interlayer deposited for (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 4, (d) 6 and (e) 10 hours. 

 

4.3.3 NDLC on 316L SS with CrN Interlayer of Different Thicknesses 

The CrN interlayers for NDLC deposition were the same as for DLC deposition described in the 

previous section. After CrN deposition on SS substrate, NDLC coatings were deposited by 

introducing 1 sccm of N2 gas during DLC deposition. The chemical analysis of NDLC thin 

coatings were done using Raman spectroscopy and XPS, the RMS surface roughness was 

measured using optical profilometry and the mechanical properties were determined using 

nanoindentation testing. The thickness of NDLC is approximately 500 nm. Rockwell C indentation 

tests were done on the NDLC coated samples and the imprints were observed using SEM to 

evaluate the coating adhesion.  

4.3.3.1 Structural Characterization  

The Raman spectrum obtained from the as-deposited NDLC on the CrN interlayered SS substrate 

is shown in Figure 4.20. The broad peaks confirm the amorphous nature of the coatings. ID/IG ratio 

of 0.98 was observed, indicating a reduction of sp3 percentage in the NDLC coatings compared to 

the DLC coatings. This result demonstrates that N doping promotes sp2 bonding in DLC coatings, 

consistent with a previous report [129].     

(d) (e) 
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Figure 4.20. Raman spectrum of NDLC. 

 

XPS was done to determine the chemical composition and the bonding state of the NDLC. Survey 

XPS conducted on the surface of the coating shows the presence of about 8.3 at.% nitrogen in the 

film and oxygen was identified as an impurity. Figure 4.21 shows a curve-fitted C1s XPS spectrum 

of the NDLC. The deconvolution was done by the Gausian-Lorentzian function using CasaXPS 

software. In contrast to DLC, the highest peak seen at 284.47 eV corresponds to C=C bonding, 

indicating a higher sp2 concentration in the NDLC coating. The peak corresponding to sp3 bonding 

was seen at 285 eV. Another peak at 286.20 eV appears, which can be attributed to C-N bonding. 

Considering the area ratio of the sp3 to sp2 peaks, the sp2/sp3 ratio of the NDLC coating is 

calculated to be 1.08. This further confirms that nitrogen doping decreases sp3 C-C concentration. 

Similarly, a shoulder at 287.77 eV was observed because of the O contamination on the surface 

[151,152].  

The root mean squared (RMS) roughness values of the NDLC thin coatings deposited on CrN 

interlayers with different thicknesses is shown in Figure 4.22. We can see the NDLC coatings have 

lower RMS roughness values as compared to DLC coatings deposited on CrN interlayers of the 

same thickness. This is because nitrogen doping reduces the C-H dangling bonds and consequently 

decreases surface roughness [158].  

 

D 

G 
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Figure 4.21. Deconvolution of C1s XPS spectrum of NDLC. 

 

 

Figure 4.22. RMS surface roughness of NDLC coatings deposited on CrN interlayers with 

varying thicknesses. 
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The hardness and Young’s modulus values of the NDLC are shown in Table 4.3. A drop in the 

hardness and its corresponding H/E* and H3/E*2 values is because of the decreased sp3 bonds due 

to the N doping as observed in its Raman and XPS spectra.  

Table 4.3. Hardness and Young’s modulus of NDLC coatings. 

Sample Hardness-H 

(GPa) 

Young’s Modulus-E 

(GPa) 

H/E* H3/E*2 

(GPa) 

NDLC 11.5 ± 0.1 141.7 ± 5.6 0.075 0.064 

 

Figure 4.23 shows the SEM images of NDLC coatings after Rockwell C indentation testing. Little 

spallation or cracking of the films is observed surrounding the imprint. NDLC on 400 nm thick 

CrN interlayer (Fig. 4.23(a)) showed the poorest adhesion with local spallation observed. 

However, comparing the DLC adhesion with the same interlayer thickness, the NDLC shows much 

less delamination and thus much higher adhesion. The adhesion of NDLC improved significantly 

when increasing the thickness of CrN interlayer to 600 nm (Fig. 4.23(b)) as little delamination was 

observed. And for an interlayer of 1m thick (Fig. 4.23(c)), no delamination or crack is observed. 

The results show that excellent adhesion of DLC coatings to the SS substrate is achievable with a 

much thinner CrN interlayer by doping the DLC coating with nitrogen. This is because nitrogen 

doping promotes sp2 formation in the coating, which reduces the average coordination number of 

the amorphous carbon network and significantly reduces the internal stress in the DLC coating.  

   

Figure 4.23. SEM images after Rockwell C indentation of NDLC coatings on SS substrate with 

CrN interlayer deposited for (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 4 hours. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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The delamination of DLC coating is related to the stored elastic energy in the film. Failure occurs 

when this elastic energy reaches a critical value that is closely related to the critical film thickness. 

The adhesion enhancement with nitrogen doping can be explained using Griffith’s law that is 

[154]: 

hf σf 
2

2Ef
≤2γ               (4.1) 

where γ represents the surface fracture energy per unit area required to break the interface, the film 

thickness is represented by hf, while σf and Ef are for compressive stress and elastic modulus in 

the film, respectively. Thin film delamination occurs when both sides of the equations are equal. 

The source of the compressive stress in the film is the energetic ion bombardment during the film 

deposition. With an increase in the stress, the elastic energy in the film also increases.  

When the elastic energy exceeds the surface fracture energy, the shear force in the coating-

substrate interface starts delamination of the coating. The improved adhesion of NDLC with 

thinner CrN interlayer comparing with DLC is because of the reduced internal stresses by nitrogen 

incorporation. Although the hardness of nitrogen doped DLC decreased, the increase in Young’s 

modulus suggests that nitrogen doping allows elastic stretching of DLC coatings without 

exceeding the surface fracture energy.  

This result indicates that the cooperation of CrN interlayer and nitrogen doping can significantly 

increase the DLC adhesion to 316L SS. The CrN interlayer provides a strong supporting base to 

DLC coatings while nitrogen doping reduces the internal stresses in DLC, both working together 

synergistically to enhance DLC adhesion.  

4.4 Friction and Wear  

A Ball-on-disk configuration was used to test the friction and wear of DLC and NDLC coatings 

which showed the best adhesion on SS substrate and using bare SS as the reference sample. All 

the samples were immersed in a saline solution (0.90% w/v of NaCl in distilled water) at room 

temperature. A constant load of 5 N was applied in a reciprocating motion at a constant speed of 

5 mm/sec. A total of 5000 cycles was set to measure the coefficient of friction (COF) and the wear 

rate. 302 stainless steel balls of 4 mm diameter were used as the counter material and were moved 
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linearly with a wear track length of 2.5 mm. The wear area and the wear depth were measured by 

an optical profilometer to calculate the volume loss and wear rate of the specimens. The coating 

wear rate was calculated by the following equation [155]: 

K=V/SF                (4.2) 

where V is the wear volume in mm3, S is the total sliding distance in meters and F is the load in 

Newtons. The wear rate depends on several factors, such as the structure and hardness of the 

coating, coating thickness and roughness, and the adhesion strength to the substrate. To make the 

results comparable, both the CrN interlayer thickness and the DLC and NDLC coating thickness 

were kept the same.  

The measured COF values are shown in Table 4.4. Bare steel demonstrated the highest COF value 

of 1.30 and DLC coated steel had lowest COF value of 1.02. The NDLC had a COF value between 

the bare steel and DLC. A much lower COF value was expected for NDLC because of its increased 

sp2 bonding, as reported in previous researches. The graph of COF value with time shows that at 

the start of the test the COF value for NDLC was as low as 0.8, that increased as the test proceeded. 

The reason for this increase in COF value for NDLC is the high wear rate of NDLC coating as the 

thin NDLC coating was worn out fast and the interlayer exposed after a while and finally the SS 

substrate exposed with a high value of COF. DLC coating, on the other hand, was not worn out 

during the testing and thus its COF value is relatively stable.     

Table 4.4. The coefficient of friction of AISI 316L, DLC and NDLC coating against AISI 302 

balls. 

Sample COF 

Bare SS 316L 1.30 ± 0.05 

DLC/CrN coated Steel 1.02 ± 0.05 

NDLC/CrN coated Steel 1.10 ± 0.05 
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Figure 4.24 shows the images of the wear tracks observed by the optical profilometer. The wear 

depth of all three specimens is shown in Table 4.5. Bare steel specimen showed the highest volume 

loss and the wear depth was 10 μm. The second highest material loss was shown by NDLC with 3 

μm wear depth and the DLC coated SS showed the lowest volume loss after the wear test with a 

wear depth of 0.9 μm. The wear rates calculated by equation 4.2 are shown in Table 4.6. As 

expected, the wear rates observed are inversely related to the measured hardness and H/E* and 

H3/E*2 values of the specimens. DLC coated SS had the lowest wear rate because of its highest 

hardness of 16 GPa and the highest H/E* and H3/E*2 values of 0.10 and 0.17, respectively.  

 

 

   

Figure 4.24. Optical profilometer images of the wear tracks of (a) bare steel, (b) DLC and  

(c) NDLC. 

  

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Table 4.5. Wear depth values for bare AISI 316L, DLC and NDLC coatings. 

Sample Wear Depth / μm 

Bare SS 316L 10 ± 0.1 

DLC/CrN coated Steel 0.9 ± 0.1 

NDLC/CrN coated Steel 3 ± 0.1 

 

 

Table 4.6. Average wear rate values for AISI 316L, DLC and NDLC against AISI 302 ball. 

Sample Average Wear Rates (x10-5 mm3/Nm) 

Bare SS 316L 3.6 ± 0.2 

DLC/CrN coated SS 0.4 ± 0.1 

NDLC/CrN coated SS 2.1 ± 0.1 

 

 

In order to understand this chapter and have a clear picture of the experiments and results, a 

summary of samples and the results are presented in Figure 4.25.  
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Figure 4.25. Summary of experiments and results. 
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CHAPTER 5   

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK RECOMMENDATIONS  

5.1 Conclusions 

CrN was used as an interlayer to enhance DLC adhesion to 316L stainless steel. CrN thin layers 

with different microstructure and thickness were firstly deposited on a 316L stainless steel 

substrate by RF magnetron sputtering with varied deposition parameters. DLC and nitrogen doped 

DLC coatings were then deposited on the CrN interlayered SS substrate by IBD. The structure and 

properties of the resulted coated samples were analyzed and evaluated by various characterization 

techniques. The results and conclusions are summarized as follows: 

1. The microstructure and properties of CrN thin layers deposited by RF sputtering can be 

tailored by changing the deposition parameters. The CrN layers deposited at room 

temperature have a porous structure with low hardness values whereas the layers deposited 

at elevated temperature show a dense columnar structure with increased hardness. 

Moreover, decreasing deposition pressure increases the hardness of CrN layers.  

2. DLC coatings demonstrate the best adhesion on SS substrate with CrN interlayer deposited 

at relatively high temperature and high pressure showing a net-like structure.  

3. DLC adhesion increases with the increase of CrN interlayer thickness as a thicker 

interlayer would decrease soft substrate effect upon loading.  

4. Doping DLC coatings with nitrogen reduce intrinsic stresses in DLC by decreasing sp3 

bonds which result in reduced hardness but good adhesion with a thinner CrN interlayer.    

5. DLC coated SS samples demonstrates the lower value of COF and lower wear rates 

compared to the bare steel and therefore, are promising for enhancing tribological 

properties of the stainless steel. 
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5.2 Future Work 

The present thesis studies have demonstrated that CrN interlayer can enhance DLC adhesion to 

316L SS substrate and the DLC coated steel samples with a CrN interlayer show increased 

tribological properties. These promising results demand more systematic research. The following 

future work is suggested: 

1. Investigate the effect of substrate bias on the microstructure and mechanical properties of 

CrN layers. 

2. Study the interface between DLC and CrN interlayer by transmission electron microscope 

to understand the interfacial bonding mechanism.  

3. Deposit both DLC and CrN interlayer in one single deposition process.  

4. Evaluate and analyze the corrosion and tribicorrosion resistance of the coated samples by 

comparing with the uncoated ones.  
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